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SOCIETY NEEDS

Editor - Pressure of business requires me to resign as editor
effective with the December issue .

	

If you are interested in a challenging
job, right to me or our president ; Dr . Felix Ganz, Apartment
South Michigan Avenue, Chicago,

	

IL 60605 .
3303, 1130

Officers - AHPS need officers for the years 1979 and 1980 . If
you are interested in any of the six challenging jobs -- president, vice
president, secretary, treasurer, or one of three (cops : seven jobs) re-
gional directors, please write to the head of the nominating committee,
Dr . John Barrett, 1009 Harding Street, Jackson, MS 39202.

Articles - Articles are needed for the special Swiss Linn's
issue scheduled for December 4, 1978 . We have sponsored three splendid
issues in the past three years ; articles are needed if the record is to
remain intact . Send your copy to arrive no later than October 1, 1978
to Donn Lueck, 6238 North 38th Drive, Phoenix, AZ 85019.
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LEMANEX 1978 :Swiss National Stamp Exhibition in Lausanne, May 26-June 4.

The organizers really did themselves proud with this major
philatelic event in Switzerland, and they are to be congratulated on
a splendidly successful event.

Lausanne "hangs" on a series of hills, and the Beaulieu Con-
vention Center sits pretty high up on a slope across one small valley
from the old cathedral . The center lends itself remarkably well for a
major stamp show (no direct sunlight) and the breaking up of the exhi -
bition into different halls on various levels -- interlaced with re-
freshment and eating places -- helped rather than detracted from the
whole .

Over 50 dealers ringed two of the major exhibition areas and
plenty of postal personnel sold the unhandy but beautifully executed
Lemanex sheet, cancelled anything legally admissible with two different
hand-stamps (all affixed by selectric, beam controlled cancellation ma-
chines) and sold whatever Swiss philatelic materials are currently avail-
able at a variety of locations which cut customers' waiting time very
much.

Admission to the exhibition was free ; the catalog was not (
unless you belonged to a federated philatelic organization) . It contained
progressive die proof sheetlet of the 20 cts . Lemanex propaganda stamp,
plus a specially cancelled block of four of that stamp, as well as a most
interesting postal history study on Lake Geneva mails and conveyances.
(The sheetlet appears on the first page of this issue of Tell .)

About 365 exhibitors (including over 30 juniors) plus 14 liter-
ature competitors showed an incredible array of usually splendidly
mounted and written up material in about 2,000 frames -- impossible to
.see or digest even in two full days spent there . The great majority
of exhibitors showed Switzerland collections, from pre-stamp cancellation
and routing studies to mind-boggling earliest Swiss displays, thematic
and regional collections and whatever else can be collected . Others
displayed worldwide specialty collections from Saxony, classic France
and disinfected mail before 1840 to space, airmail and cancellation
studies, as well as four contemporary mail automation studies . (All
exhibits had to have won at least a silver in what in the U .S . would be
called an APS "national" rated show, hence the quality was high indeed .)
Security was excellent.

On the first Sunday the delegates from hundreds of federated
stamps societies met to discuss philatelic problems, vote on certain
proposals, hear laudatory and sniping remarks, and conduct business at
hand . Four particularly deserving members received special recognition
and honors, including AHPS member Max Hertsch, proprietor ofZumstein
& Co . in Bern and chief of the Lemanex jury who was introduced as
"Switzerland's grey eminence in philately ."

A Sunday afternoon, special boat excursion across the lake to
Thonon in France gave rise to conviviality and to a host of special
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cachets as well as to a special French cancellation from Thonon, honoring
Lemanex .

Back at the show dealers usually offered good buys in non-
Swiss items while Swiss stamps, cancellations and covers sold briskly
-- at prices too high for Americans with devalued dollars! Only
real criticism concerns the uncomfortableness of all dealer's booths:
NO chairs on either side of the high, narrow counters . . . an exercise in
rapid fatigue for both sellers and buyers . The U .S . system is vastly
preferable:

It was a tiring, .but enjoyable and major philatelic event,
and if you missed it try to attend the next "national" in Switzerland,
six or seven years hence, in Zurich or in St . Gallen, if Swiss prices
for anything and everything will still be affordable for "poor Americans ."

Felix Ganz

AHPS Awards at LEMANEX

Major Charles LaBlonde won a bronze medal for article series
on the posts of the Republic of Geneva . This series appeared first
in Tell, and in a somewhat different form in The American Philatelist.

Dr . Ganz entered a research collection of Swiss perfins, six
frames of 12 pages each, and won not only a silver but also a special
jury prize in the form of a beautiful pewter tray engraved in its honor.

Early Swiss Covers Turn Out Italian, Harlan Stone

During INTERPHIL in Philadelphia last spring, I was able to confirm that
three well-known 1458 and 1459 merchant covers from the Edith Faulstich collection
were mailed to Venice, not from Geneva, but from Genova (Genoa), Italy. My
interest was personal because I owned the covers for about five years and had
been exhibiting them as examples of Switzerland's earliest known covers . The
basis for my belief in the Geneva origin was an article entitled "Fifteenth
Century Letters Reveal History of the Famed Geneva Fairs, " which Mrs . Faulstich
wrote for the December 1961 issue of the Postal History Journal (pp . 45-50.
She illustrated these covers and cited Robson Lowe and Jean Winkler as the
experts she consulted on one of them.

My belief in this view wavered when Fritz Moser and Walter Abt, both well-
known Swiss experts, told me early in 1976 that the covers were from Italy . I
immediately removed them from the exhibit I was preparing for INTERPHIL . The
clincher came when two Swiss exhibitors of early Swiss postal history material
at INTERPHIL looked at the covers and agreed with the Italian identification.
They were Werner Liniger, a Swiss PTT official and author on early Swiss post-
marks, and Rudolph Ruegg, president of the Schweizerischer Altbrief-und
Spezialsammler-Verein (Swiss Postal History Society) . These covers now belong
to a collector of early Italian postal history .
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EARLY SWISS MACHINE CANCELS

by

Charles J. LaBlonde

The industrial revolution coupled with advances in transportation
greatly increased the amount of mail near the end of the 19th
century . Postal administrations, accustomed to thinking in terms
of thousands of letters, suddenly found themselves handling millions
of pieces . A postal clerk working very hard could cancel only about
8000 pieces of mail per day thus prompting the search for a more
effective method of handling letters . As early as 1860 there were
some attempts to automate canceling with hand- or foot-cranked
machines . The first successful electric canceling machine was
designed and built in the USA around 1891 ; by 1900 over 800 of
these machines were in use throughout the USA and Canada . In Europe
the Germans were leaders in the use of cancel machines ; they
installed two of the American machines at Berlin in 1891 and 4L
more around the country in the next nine years . Even these early
machines could handle 120000 pieces cf mail per day . This fact did
not go unnoticed by Swiss post office officials .
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In the latter part of 1911 a cancel machine built by the Postal
Supply Company of New York was installed in Bern on a trial basis.
During the trials the machine performed perfectly but some problems
were discovered with current postal procedures . It seems that Swiss
firms used the top portion of their envelopes for advertising and
put the stamp elsewhere on the cover (Figure 1) . But postal officials
realized that the stamp must be in the upper right corner if their
experiment was to be successful and this they decreed . The result is
shown in Figure 2 ; the advertising was half obliterated and soon
this style of advertising vanished . In mid 1912 a contract was
signed with the American firm and machines were installed atZürich
1 (2), Geneva, Lausanne, Bern, Basel 1, Luzern, St . Gallen and
Zürich 3.

Simultaneously with the installation of the American machines a
machine made by the Krag Company of Oslo, Norway, was installed at
Basel 2 on an experimental basis . It differed from the American
machines in that it ap plied a continuous cancel across the top of
the mail (Figure 3) . This caused immediate problems with postcards
where the machine would obliterate part of the message written on it.
Thus were postcards segregated and hand canceled . The machine posed
other small but aggravating problems : Each day two dates had to be
changed and it kept rusting . It was removed in 1921 and replaced
by an American machine .
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To ensure that they would not miss the stamp the machine cancels
consisted of both a circular crown and a rectangular flag . During
the trial period four different flags were used each of which
consisted of seven lines plus a letter to indicate the origin of
the letter (Figure 4) . The letter C indicated pickup from a mailbox,

D for mail handled at the post
office counter, R for registered
mail and T for transit mail.
This system proved to be very
cumbersome and by the time the
machines were put into regular
use the flag was a series of
8 lines with a Swiss cross
(Figure 5) . It did not take
long to realize the advertising
potential of this small rectangle
which would a pp ear on the front
cf millions of letters . The first
advertising flags were used for
the Swiss National Exposition
in 1914 and to commemorate the

100th anniversary of Geneva (Figure 6).

Early machine cancels had the crown left where it would appear on the
letter and be easily readable . Shortly afte r the introduction of machine
cancels philatelists began to complain that machine flags wer e
ruining the collect a bil ity of stamps (Figure 7) . Their wishes finally
prevailed and in 1940 the crown was moved to the right . This still was
not optimum because it could not be read on dark stamps (Figure 8),
but Sc far no better system has been found and so it remains .
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Through the years crowns
varied little in design
except in 1936 when the inner
ring was removed for a few
years (Figure 9) . It seems
that this was done for aesthetic
purposes to give the crown a
more open look . This design
proved to be technically
undesirable and the two circle
style was restored . It is
still in use today.

References

Bulletin of the Swiss Cancel Collectors Society, 9/1977
Nicolet, A., Briefpostautomation, A series of	 articles in the

Swiss Stam p News, 1 973 .
Rutherfoord, M ., List of Stamp Machines in Switzerland, 1974.
Swiss PTT, Catalog of Machine Cancels

Editor's Note : this article appeared in a different form in Linn's
special Swiss edition of December, 1977 . the author was not satisfied
with the editing in that forum and has requested that it be printed
here in a more accurate form .
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ON THE EDITOR' S DESK

Business, travel and illness have all conspired to stack high the
editor's desk with unanswered mail and unacknowledged contributions to
Tell . Please accept my apologies and know that everything will (event-
ually) be answered.

"I want to tell you how impressed I was with all the fine art-
icles in the December 1977 Linn's special issue . They will certainly
be of interest to readers and encourage them yet more to collect Swiss
stamps . As its American representative, I'd like very much to express
the appreciation of the Swiss Postal Administration in Bern to Donn
Lueck, who put the issue together, and to all the authors : J. Pascoe
Taylor, Mario Wiedenmeier, Renee Amrein, E . J. Rawnsley, Felix Ganz,
Harlan Stone, Fred Lesser, Paul Carpenter, and Stan Durnin . It ' s a
great job all around! Congratulations!" (E .A .Kehr) . (Just a reminder;
Donn needs articles for the December 1978 issue -- desperately :)

I was lucky enough to spend several hours with Mrs . Edith Rawns-
ley in her home at Bognor Regis last April . She is, of course, the long
time editor of the British HNL . She is a charming hostess and a very
keen exhibitor . I have long admired the wonderful job she has done for
so long with HNL, and found even more to admire in the flesh.

The SVP held a clu b auction of 170 postmark items last March and
very high prices were obtained for K marks . The highest reached 505 SFr.
against a catalog of SFr . 250 for K 259 Riffelalp . The post office
burned. in May 1961, and the mark was in use only since November 1960.

The inventer of asphalting was a Swiss Dr . Guglielminetti, the
first to use gravel, sand and filler, held together : by tar . Monaco
issued a stamp in November 1977 marking the 75th anniversary . (M .R .)

Grenada issued four stamps recently showing the ceiling pic-
tures from the church at Zillis . (M .R .)

The PTT has now ordered several hundred of the automatic stamp
vending machines, each with its own number.

"I don't know who is responsible, but I feel I should pass along
a vote of thanks for a very attractive cover from MILCOPEX ; it came
through the mails very well indeed ." (We have received many letters to
the same effect .)

"Thanks for the MILCOPEX card . The reason I have not renewed my
membership for the current year is that over the pst two or more years
Tell has been more or less a resume of cancellations which to me are far
from stamp collecting either foreign or otherwise . One man's pet can be
another man's poison and this seems to describe what I mean ." (Other

comments are invited . A count of the 1977 pages of Tell shows the
following breakdown of pages -- excluding ads -- Cancels, 25% ; stamps,
22% ; Society news, 14% ; Editor's Desk, 11% ; postal history, 10% ; Switzer-
land generally, 9% ; book reviews, 4% ; cinderella, 3% ; and Liech'stein, 1% .)

Riviera has issued a new price list of 20th century Swiss stamps.
Riviera Stamps, P .O .BOX 6250, Santa Barbara, CA 93111 .
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" I went down to Lausanne for three days, two of which were spent
at the LEMANEX exhibition, which was absolutely superb, marvellously
organised, never crowded and filled with the most wonderful displays
to make me green with envy . No wonder we cannot find any material, par-
ticularly postal history, in this country, these days ; it is all in
Switzerland!" Mrs . E .J. Rawnsley.

"I have just received the new 1978 Liechtensteiner Briefmarken
Katalog-Handbuch, with a request for some publicity for the book . As
you know, the new handbook combines all the separate features of the
previous editions into one volume . Although lacking the detail of the
Zumstein Specialized on the regular issues, the 1978 edition goes far
beyond Zumstein in including much back-of-the-book material, and prices
it by native Liechtenstein evaluations . This volume is certainly a
major contribution to Liechtenstein philatelic literature . Some copies
are still available at the original $8 .50 by sea mail, or $11 .00 by air
mail, from Phila-Verlag, FL 9490 Vaduz, Liechtenstein ." (Robert Scheuermann)

A few of the comments on the LEMANEX block by other publications:
"A blow below the belt", Zumstein BBZ; "like Arab pirates", Philatelica;
"Only commercial thinking", NZZ Philatelic Corner ; "No one finds the
stamps themselves anything but beautiful . . . the complaint is against
the combinations made available by the eight stamps .", HNL . (M. Rutherfoord)

The HNL is running an interesting series on "Accountancy Marks
on Letters to and from France in the Post-Napoleonic Period" by C . Rauch.
Installments appeared in the April, May and June issues . The series
will cover such marks for the period 1815 - 1850, covering all countries,
but with a special emphasis on Switzerland, which seems to be an exception
to the general rules.

The Swiss PTT is now out of the red and has been able to pay back
its debts from the deficit years of 1971-73 . All plans for raising
postage rates have been shelved . Swiss inflation is running about 1% per
year . (M. Rutherfoord)

The number of Swiss stamps printed for the PTT has dropped by
25% over the past 15 years because of the doubling of office meters in
use . The PTT prints in recess about three to four times the number
provided by Courvoisier in photogravure . About 750 million were printed
in 1977 .

There were eight official LEMANEX covers, one for each stamp.
They show the ship, a plan of the lake and the badge or penant of the
operating company . " USPS " stands for "UNION SOCIETIES PHILATELIQUE SUISSE "
on the covers, not United States Postal Service.

Note that the Verbano has its sails filled, but the wind is blow-
ing the wind the other way! After a lot of discussion, the consensus is
that the wind is blowing from the side . Any AHPS sailors around : (M .R .)

A large number of collectors followed Dr . Ganz's suggestion in
an earlier Tell . The post office at 1234 Vessy nr Geneva was inundated
on June 5 with request for cancellations to give 1234 5 .6 .78-9 .
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LEMANEX REVISED (from HNL June, 1978)

The editor and publisher of the 'Pèn' postmark catalogues also takes a delight
in irreverent lampooning of the PTT and other august bodies . This is his effort
on the 'Lemanex' block, as published in the BBZ of May/June 1978 . The French is
not for beginners :



Dear Members

Welcome back to what I hope was a fine and enjoyable summer to
all . Since our last auction the value of the Swiss franc has incre-
ased over 20% which is going to make (like almost everything else
these days) our stamp prices more expensive . As I have hinted
previously, todays' prices will be considered cheap when looking
back at the price results a year from now.

I have just received my new Specialized Zumstein and will be
using it for this auctions values.

Best of luck to all in Auction #30 . The closing date will be
October 20, 1978. For this auction 1 Sfr

	

.60¢ U .S .







This September, 1978 issue of TELL has been sent by

First Class mail for two reasons .

	

1) If the impending

(almost put impeding) U .S . mail strike becomes a

reality, l have no idea what will become of Bulk Rate

items in the USPS . 2) Dues notices included here are

not really legal to be sent Bulk Rate . Hopefully we

will get back to the lesser expensive Bulk Rate in

the October, 1978 issue .

Bob Clarke
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS AND CANCELLATIONS IN SWITZERLAND AND LIECHTENSTEIN ; Part 69

By Felix Ganz

RAILWAY STATION CANCELLATION:

ON POSTAL MATTER : Part IX
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2000YEARS OF BASLE HISTORY, BY F . FLASCHNER

This short note refers to the history of Basle and Basle-Land
in Tell, Feb . 1978, v . 4, no . 2, page 38 . "I was born in 1904 and my
parents settled down in the City of Basle, May, 1906, where I got all
my education . In 1924 I emigrated to Canada.

"In 1957 a number of pamphlets were printed commemorating the
2000th anniversary of Basle, and Scott no 362, Zumstein 331, was issued.
Shortly after the death of Julius Caesar, the Roman general Lucius Mun-
atius Plancus founded the Colonia Raunca in 44 B .C . in the region of
the present day village of Augst on the Rhine a few miles upstream from
Basle . The town of Basle. (Basilea) traces its origin straight back to
that colony . In the courtyard of the Basle town hall there is a monu-
ment to Munatius Plancus erected in 1580 by the Strassburg sculptor
Hans Michel.

"Basle is probably the oldest of the large towns in Switzerland
and can thus look back upon 2000 years of history . A large number of
festivities took place in August, 1957 commemorating this history . Below
is a picture of the town hall in Basle ."
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